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Abstract—Runtime testing is emerging as the solution for the
integration and assessment of highly dynamic, high availability
software systems where traditional development-time integration testing cannot be performed. A prerequisite for runtime
testing is the knowledge about to which extent the system can
be tested safely while it is operational, i.e., the system’s runtime
testability. This article evaluates RTM, a cost-based metric for
estimating runtime testability. It is used to assist system engineers in directing the implementation of remedial measures, by
providing an action plan which considers the trade-off between
testability and cost. Two testability case studies are performed
on two different component-based systems, assessing RTM’s
ability to identify runtime testability problems.

of the paper is the empirical evaluation of the metric. In
addition, scalable algorithm is introduced to calculate the
near-optimal action plan which list by effectiveness the
operations which must become testable to improve the RTM.
The paper is structured as follows. In Section II runtime
testability is defined. Section III evaluates the RTM on two
example cases. In Section IV, the action plan algorithm is
presented. Finally, Section V presents our conclusions and
future plans.
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RTM addresses the question to which extent a system may
be runtime tested without affecting it or its environment.
Following the IEEE definition of testability [13], runtime
testability can be defined as (1) the extent to which a
system or a component facilitates runtime testing without
being extensively affected; (2) the specification of which
tests are allowed to be performed during runtime without
extensively affecting the running system. This considers (1)
the characteristics of the system and the extra infrastructure
needed for runtime testing, and (2) the identification of
which test cases are admissible out of all the possible
ones. An appropriate measurement for (1) provides general
information on the system independent of the nature of
the runtime tests that may be performed, as it is proposed
in [5], [6] for traditional testing. A measurement for (2) will
provide information about the test cases that are going to be
performed, as proposed in [7], [8], [9]. Here, we concentrate
on (1), in the future, we will also consider (2).
Runtime testability is influenced by two characteristics
of the system: test sensitivity, and test isolation [14]. Test
sensitivity characterises features of the system suffering
from test interference, e.g., existence of an internal state in
a component, a component’s internal/external interactions,
resource limitations. Test isolation is applied by engineers
in order to counter the test sensitivity, e.g., state duplication
or component cloning, usage of simulators, resource monitoring.
In [11], [12], we define a numerical measurement for runtime testability as fraction of the features of the system that
may be runtime tested for an affordable cost; i.e., in terms of
the maximum test coverage attainable by the system testers
under runtime testing conditions. This estimate is used to

I. I NTRODUCTION
Integration and system-level testing of complex, highavailable systems is becoming increasingly difficult and
costly in a development-time testing environment because
system duplication for testing is not trivial. Such systems
have high availability requirements, and they cannot be
put off-line to perform maintenance operations, e.g., air
traffic control systems, emergency unit systems, banking
applications. Other such systems are dynamic Systems-ofSystems, or SOA for which the sub-components are not even
known a priori [1], [2].
Runtime testing [3] is an emerging solution for the
validation and acceptance testing for such dynamic highavailability systems, and a prerequisite is the knowledge
about which items can be tested safely while the system
is operational. This knowledge can be expressed through
the concept of runtime testability of a system, and it can be
referred to as the relative ease and expense of revealing
software faults. Testability enhancement techniques have
been proposed either to make a system less prone to hiding
faults [4], [5], [6], or to select the test cases that are more
likely to uncover faults with the lowest cost [7], [8], [9],
[10].
This paper evaluates the runtime testability metric (RTM)
introduced in our earlier work [11], [12]. The metric reflects
the trade-off that engineers have to consider, between the
improvement of the runtime testability of the system after
some interferences are addressed, and the cost of the remedial measures that have to be applied. The main contribution

II. RUNTIME T ESTABILITY

indicate insufficient testing of some features of the system
due to prohibitive costs during runtime testing, before any
test is executed. Runtime Testability Measurement (RTM), is
defined as RT M = |Cr |, and its associated relative metric,
r|
independent of the system, as rRT M = |C
|C| where C is
the complete set of features which have to be tested, and
Cr is the subset of those features which can be tested at an
acceptable cost.
Model of the System: In order to apply RTM, the
system is modelled through a Component Interaction Graph
(CIG) [15]. Example CIGs are shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2.
Nodes or vertices of the CIG represent component operations
annotated with a testability flag, i.e., small black testable,
large red crossed untestable. Edges of the CIG represent (1)
provided services of a component that depend on required
services of that same component (intra-component); and
(2) required services of a component bound to the actual
provider of that service (inter-component). Edge information
from within a component can be obtained either by static
analysis of the source code, or by providing state or sequence
models [15]. Inter-component edges can be derived from the
runtime connections between the components.
Estimation of RTM: RTM is estimated in terms of
impact cost of covering the features represented in the graph.
We do not look at the concrete penalty of actual test cases,
but at the possible cost of a test case trying to cover each
element. Because CIG is a static model, assumptions have
to be made on the actual behaviour of test cases. In the
future, we will enrich the model with additional dynamic
information to relax these assumptions. Because of lacking
control flow information, there is no knowledge about edges
in the CIG that will be traversed by a test case. In the worst
case, the interaction might propagate through all edges,
affecting all reachable vertices. For the moment, we assume
this worst case.
Improving the System’s RTM: Systems with a high
number of runtime untestable features (i.e., low runtime
testability) can be improved by applying isolation techniques
to specific vertices, to bring their impact cost down to an
acceptable level. However, not all interventions have the
same cost, nor do they provide the same gain. Ideally,
the system tester would plot the improvement of runtime
testability versus the cost of the fixes applied, in order to get
full information on the trade-off between the improvement
of the system’s runtime testability and the cost of such
improvement. This cost depends on the isolation technique
employed: adaptation cost of a component, development cost
of a simulator, cost of shutting down a part of the system,
addition of new hardware, etc. Even though these costs
involve diverse magnitudes (namely time and money), for
this paper we will assume that they can be reduced to a
single numeric value: ci .

III. A PPLICATION E XAMPLES
Two studies were performed (1) AISPlot, a system-ofsystems taken from the maritime safety and security domain,
and (2) WifiLounge, an airport’s wireless access-point system. These two systems are representative of the two typical
software architectures: the first system follows a data-flow
organization, while the second one follows a client-server
organization. These cases show that RTM can identify parts
of a system with prohibitive runtime testing cost, and it can
help choose optimal action points with the goal of improving
the system’s runtime testability. The CIGs were obtained
by static analysis of the code. The inter-component edges
were obtained during runtime by reflection. The runtime
testability and fix cost information ci were derived based on
test sensitivity information obtained from the design of each
component, and the cost of deploying adequate test isolation
measures. AISPlot (WifiLounge) has 31 (9) components, 86
(159) vertices, and 108 (141) edges.
Example AISPlot: AISPlot is used to track the position of ships sailing a coastal area, detecting and managing
potential dangerous situations. Messages are broadcast by
ships, and received by base stations spread along the coast.
Each message is relayed to a Merger component removing
duplicates coming from different stations. A Monitor component scans all messages looking for inconsistencies in the
ship data, and another component, Vis shows all ships on a
screen. Fig. 1 shows the CIG for AISPlot.
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Testability
RT M
rRT M
12
0.140
17
0.198
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0.244
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0.302
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0.942
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1.000

Table I
T ESTABILITY ANALYSIS FOR AISP LOT

Five Vis operations have testability issues (manually determined), displaying test ship positions and test warnings
on the screen if not properly isolated. Table I shows that
runtime testability is low. Only 14% of the vertices can be
runtime tested. This poor RTM comes from the architecture
of the system being organised as a pipeline, with the Vis
component at the end, connecting almost all vertices to the
five problematic vertices of the Vis component. We explored
the possible combinations of isolation of any of these 5
vertices and computed the optimal improvement on RTM,
assuming uniform cost of 1 to isolate an operation. Table I
shows the best combination of isolation for each possible
cost, × denoting the isolation of a vertex, and the RTM
if these isolations were applied. The numbers suggest little
gain in testability, as long as vertices v33, v35, v36 and v42
are not made runtime testable together. The four vertices
appear at the end of the processing pipeline affecting the
predecessor set of almost every vertex together. They must

Figure 1.

Figure 2.

AISPlot Component Interaction Graph

WifiLounge Component Interaction Graph

be fixed at once for any testability gain, leading to the jump
at cost 4 for AISPlot in Figure 3 (rRT M going from 0.302
to 0.942).
Example WifiLounge: When a client accesses the wifi
network, a DhcpListener generates an event indicating the
assigned IP address. All communication is blocked until
authenticated. Business class clients are authenticated in the
ticket databases of airlines. Frequent fliers are authenticated
against the program’s database, and the ticket databases for
free access. Prepaid-clients must create an account in the
system, linked to a credit card entry. After authentication,
blocking is disabled and the connection can be used. Fig. 2
shows the CIG of WifiLounge.
Thirteen operations are runtime untestable, i.e., state modification operations of the AccountDatabase, TransientIpDb
and PermanentIpDb components are considered runtime
untestable because they act on databases. A withdraw operation of a CardCenter component is also not runtime
testable because it uses a banking system outside our control.
Firewall operations are also not runtime testable because

this component is a front-end to a hardware element (the
network), impossible to duplicate.
RTM is intermediate: 62% of the vertices can be runtime
tested. This is much better than AISPlot, because the architecture is more “spread out” (compare both CIGs). There
are runtime-untestable features, though they are not as interdependent as in AISPlot. We examined possible solutions
improving RTM, displayed in Table II, and shown in Fig. 3
(Airport Lounge). The number of vertices that have to be
made runtime testable for a significant increase in RTM is
much lower than for AISPlot. Two vertices (v14 and v18)
cause the “biggest un-testability.” The other vertices are not
so problematic and the value of RTM grows more linearly
with each vertex becoming runtime testable.
Discussion: The two cases demonstrate the value of
RTM. By identifying operations causing inadmissible effects, we can predict the runtime untestable features, leading
to an optimal action plan for runtime testable features. These
techniques are applied before running test cases.
Because of the static model, RTM represents a pessimistic
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RT M
rRT M
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0.623
103
0.648
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0.761
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0.874
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0.912
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0.925
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Table II
T ESTABILITY ANALYSIS OF A IRPORT L OUNGE

estimate, and we expect improvement by adding dynamic
runtime information in the future, e.g., applying [16]. A
high value, even if underestimated, is, nevertheless, a good
indicator that the system is well prepared for runtime testing,
and that the tests cover many system features. For instance,
we looked at the dynamic behaviour of each system by executing an exhaustive test suite in terms of path coverage [12].
For both AISPlot and WifiLounge, about 30 to 40% of the
test cases were considered touching untestable operation by
the RTM definition, although in reality they were not. This
is due to the complexity of the control flow. Many exclusive
branch choices are not represented in the static model.
An interesting issue is the relationship between RTM and
defect coverage. Even though the relationship between test
coverage and defect coverage is not clear [17], previous
studies have shown a beneficial effect of test coverage on
reliability [18], [19].
IV. T ESTABILITY O PTIMISATION
RTM analysis and action planning corresponds to the
Knapsack problem [20], an NP-hard binary integer programming problem, which can be formulated as
maximise : RT M
X
subject to :
c(vj ) · xj ≤ b,

xj ∈ {0, 1}

with b = maximum budget available, and xj = decision
of including vertex vj in the action plan. In this section,
we present a way for an approximate action plan using the
greedy heuristic method according to Algorithm 1, in which
CIG is the interaction graph, U is the set of untestable
vertices, and H(v) a heuristic function to be used. For each
pass of the loop, the algorithm selects the vertex in U with
the highest heuristic rank, and removes it from the set of
untestable vertices. The rank is updated on each pass.
Algorithm 1 Greedy Approximate Planning
function F IX ACTION P LAN(CIG, U , H(v))
Sol ← ∅
. List to hold the solution
while U 6= ∅ do
v ← F IND M AX(U , H(v))
A PPEND(Sol, v)
R EMOVE(U , v)
return Sol
The method relies on heuristics that benefit from partial
knowledge about the structure of the solution space of the
problem. To motivate our heuristic approach, we analyse
the properties of the RTM-cost combination space shown in
Fig. 4. The dot-clouds show the structure and distribution
of all the possible solutions for the vertex and context-
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vertices that will fix the most uncoverable vertices assuming
they only depend on the vertex being ranked. This value is
also divided by the cost to penalise expensive nodes over
cheaper ones:
hoptimistic (vi ) =
Figure 4.

Optimal and heuristic RT M optimisations

dependence RTM optimisation problems of the WifiLounge
system. On a system where the cost of fixing any vertex
is uniform, and all the uncoverable vertices or paths come
from only one untestable vertex, there would be only one
cloud. However, we identified two interesting characteristics
of the inputs affecting the structure of the solution space.
First, in most systems multiple untestable vertices will
participate in the same uncoverable elements. This is he
case for both examples. If a group of untestable vertices
participates together in many un-coverable features, the
solution cloud will cast a “shadow” on the RTM axis, i.e.,
any solution that includes those vertices will get a better
testability. Second, vertices with exceptionally high cost will
shift any solution that includes them towards the right in the
cost axis, causing a separate cloud to appear. In this case,
any solution which contains them will get a cost increase,
due to space concerns not shown in the plots. An example of
the first characteristic is in Figure 4, where the upper cloud
corresponds to all the solutions which include vertices v14
and v18. We used the knowledge about these two situations
to define heuristics to be used in Algorithm 1, based on the
idea that dependent vertices are only useful if they are all
part of the solution and expensive vertices should be avoided
unless necessary.
Heuristics: First, we consider a pessimistic heuristic. It
ranks higher the vertices with the highest gain on testability.
The count is divided by the cost to penalise expensive nodes:
1
(RT Mvi − RT M )
(1)
ci
with RT Mvi = RTM after the cost for vertex vi was spent.
We expect this heuristic to perform well for low budgets,
and poorly for higher ones. It should be noted that we can
define this heuristic because RTM was proven to have ratio
scale [12].
The second heuristic is optimistic. It ranks higher the
vertices that appear in the highest number of P sets, i.e., the
hpessimistic (vi ) =

1
|{vj | vi ∈ Svj }|
ci

(2)

By ignoring the fact that an uncoverable vertex may be
caused by more than one untestable vertex, and that the
vertex may not be reachable through a testable path, this
second heuristic will take very optimistic decisions on the
first passes, affecting the quality of results for proportionally
low budgets, but yields a better performance for higher ones.
Fig. 4 shows the performance for both heuristics (h1 &
h2 ) for the WifiLounge (compared to the optimal solution
o, obtained by exhaustive search). The steps in the optimal
solution are not incremental and the action plans at each
step could be completely different. The optimistic ranking
skips many low-cost solutions (with curve much lower
than the optimum), while the pessimistic heuristic is more
precise for low cost, but completely misses good solutions
with higher budgets. These shortcoming may be addressed
through combining both heuristic rankings and taking the
best results of both. However, the steps in the solution will
not be incremental if the solutions intersect with each other
(as in Figure 4).
Computational Complexity and Error: The time
complexity of the action plan function depends on the
complexity of the heuristic in Algorithm 1. Both heuristics
perform a sum depending on the number of vertices. Hence,
the complexity of the action plan function is O(|V | · |U |2 ),
i.e., polynomial.
Although polynomial complexity is much more appealing
than the O(2|U | ) complexity of the exhaustive search, the
error must be considered. Experiments were conducted to
evaluate the approximation error of our heuristics. The graph
structures of AISPlot and WifiLounge were used, randomly
altering the untestable vertices, and the preparation cost
information (chosen according to a Pareto distribution). The
plot in Figure 5 shows the evolution of the relative average
approximation error of RTM for our heuristics as a function
of the number of untestable operations |U |.
The average error incurred by our heuristics is very low
w.r.t. the processing time for their calculation. It is notable
that the error has an increasing trend, and the pessimistic

and optimistic heuristics are similar. Combining the rankings created by both heuristics, choosing the maximum of
either solution, reduces the error while maintaining the low
computational complexity.
V. C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK
We have studied and evaluated runtime testability metric
(RTM), and have introduced an approach to improve a
system’s runtime testability in terms of a testability/cost
optimisation problem. This approach is well suited for usage
in an interactive tool, enabling system engineers to receive
real-time feedback about the system they are integrating and
testing at runtime.
Future work will extend the impact cost model with values
in the real domain, and add more information about runtime
behaviour of a system. As the RTM obtained by our method
is a lower bound, to improve its accuracy, the model could
be enriched with dynamic information in the form of edge
traversal probabilities. Additional empirical evaluation using
industrial cases and synthetic systems will be carried out.
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